The three-dimensional animated model is widely used in scientific visualization, entertainment, and virtual applications, especially in visual sensor networks. The main purpose of simplification is to capture the shape sequence of an object with very few elements while preserving the overall shape. As three-dimensional animated mesh is time-varying in all frames, the trade-off between the temporal coherence and geometric distortion must be considered to develop simplification algorithm. In this article, a novel three-dimensional animated mesh simplification algorithm based on motion features is presented. Here, motion features are the connection areas of the relative movement consisted of vertices and edges. Motion feature extraction is to find a subgraph that has movement property. Dihedral angle of the edge through all frames is used to determine whether an edge is connected or not to the movement parts. Then, a rotation connected graph is defined to extract motion features. Traveling this graph, all motion features can be extracted. Based on the motion features, animated quadric error metric is created and quadric error matrix is built through all frames. Compared with the other methods, the important advantages of this method are high-efficiency simplification process and smoother simplification effects. It is suitable to be used in real-time applications. Experiment results show that the 3D animated mesh simplification effects by our method are satisfactory.
Introduction
With the development of computer technologies, the mobile platform based on network and communication has been applied rapidly in different areas. Wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs), that is, networks composed of a large number of wirelessly connected multimedia sensor nodes, have a wide range of applications such as video surveillance, smart home, traffic monitoring, game, and entertainment. 1 Considering the efficiency of application on the mobile platform, how to obtain and manage the data used in the network is a challenge in research. Nowadays, high-quality animated three-dimensional (3D) surfaces, usually in the form of a dense 3D triangle mesh, can be acquired by performance capture systems from realworld objects and characters. 2 And more and more animated meshes are frequently used from scientific applications (simulation or physical processes) to animation (movie, games, morphing); these time-varying surfaces are frequently used to represent and visualize models or objects in motion. 3 In many cases, some details of them might be unnecessary. 2 For example, interactive systems often gain performance by using lower resolution models when possible, and offline systems can benefit from the memory savings which lower resolution models provide when the details are unnecessary. 4 The 3D mesh simplification is an attractive proposition in view of its wide range of applications among levels of detail, 5 shape processing, 6 and analysis. 7 The aims of 3D animated meshes simplification are to capture the shape sequence of an object with very few elements, while preserving the overall shape, volume, and boundaries as much as possible. The general problem is that any simplification of a deforming mesh must preserve the necessary geometry to adequately represent the deformed mesh in all poses, fast visualization processing, simple data structure, and storage efficiency. Some research results around the mesh simplification are reported. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] There is a large range of mesh simplification algorithms, each targeted at different specific applications. However, since the 3D animated mesh data are temporal coherence, traditional simplification methods cannot be directly applied to animated models. 2 Otherwise, it can involve the unpleasant visual artifact, causing the surface to vibrate and twitch. The trade-off between the temporal coherence and geometric distortion must be considered to develop simplification algorithm.
Compared with a single static mesh, for time-varying meshes, the problem of simplification is still a significant problem. 2, 14 The 3D animated meshes are generally represented as over-sampled triangular meshes with a static connectivity, involving a large number of unnecessary details for some frames. Deforming surfaces are most of the times represented by dense triangular meshes sharing the same connectivity. For these models, we not only want to simplify the surface to create a faithful approximation to its rest pose but we also would like a simplified surface that approximates the shape well in all possible poses associated with its deformation model. 15 In this article, we present a novel 3D animated mesh simplification algorithm based on motion features. Initially, we improve quadric error metric (QEM) as an animated quadric error metric (AQEM) to simplify the 3D animated mesh. Considering the relationship between edge collapse cost and order, the edge collapse costs in every frame are integrated to generate the measure of error method. This method can decrease the unexpected jump during animation. Second, we define a new concept about motion features. The main purpose is to protect the valuable part on the animated model. Analyzing the 3D animated model, motions can be decomposed into translation and rotation. In translation operation, the parts on the model are no relative motion; in the rotation operation, some parts on the object are moving relative to each other. The connection areas of the relative movement similar to the joints in the model are defined as motion features. Figure  2(a) shows the motion joints of the dancing men. Figure 2(b) shows the motion features in every single frame, and the complete motion features should be obtained according to all the frames shown in Figure  2 (c). Dihedral angle of the edge through all frames is used to determine whether an edge is connected or not to the movement parts. Then, we define a rotation connected graph to extract the motion features. Here, motion feature is a subgraph. Based on motion features, a new weighted QEM for animated meshes is built. Experimental results show that the 3D animated mesh simplification effects by our method are satisfactory, and similarly, the advantages of highly efficient simplification are better for the real-time 3D animated mesh application.
Overall, our full frame is visualized in Figure 1 , which consists of two major phases, including motion feature extracting through all frames and AQEM simplification.
The contributions in this article are as follows:
1. A new concept about motion features to protect the valuable part on the animated model during simplification process; 2. A method to calculate the motion feature and new weighted QEM; 3. A fast and efficient simplification algorithm AQEM for 3D animated mesh.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. We begin with a review of related work in mesh simplification. Next, we present our new simplification algorithm and motion feature calculation method. Finally, we show the experimental results by our method and give a results analysis and discussion. The last section is conclusion.
Related works

Animated mesh simplification
Mesh simplification is an important and well-studied problem in computer graphics. The mesh simplification methods can be roughly divided into five categories: vertex decimation, vertex clustering, region merging, subdivision meshes, and iterative edge contraction. 16 Many researchers have tackled the problem of mesh simplification in recent years, and a variety of approaches have been used to decimate polygonal models.
With the wide applications of 3D animated mesh, the research of 3D animated mesh simplification becomes more and more attractive. Shamir and colleagues 17, 18 designed a global multiresolution structure named time-dependant directed acyclic graph (TDAG), which merges each individual simplified model of each frame into a unified graph. However, this scheme is very complex and cannot be easily handled. 16 Based on a QEM, 19 some approaches address animated mesh simplification. The researches can create an animated triangle mesh or a set of triangle meshes with minimal frame-to-frame connectivity transformations. 20, 3 There are three major advantages of these solutions. First, it is able to simplify dense mesh quite rapidly, which is vital for processing a lot of animated mesh; second, the representations produced by QEM remain faithful to original mesh; and third, an edge of the input consistent mesh for all frame is collapsed, which holds the output connectivity along all frame. Until now, some improvements have been reported. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] 
Technical background
The 3D animated mesh is time-varying in all frames; the trade-off between the temporal coherence and geometric distortion must be considered to develop simplification algorithm. At the same time, the efficiency of simplification is also important for some real-time application. We will briefly present the QEM algorithm, 19 which we extend in our method. It is based on the assumption that in a good approximation, points do not move far from their original positions. QEM simplifies a mesh by iteratively selecting an edge (v i , v j ) with the minimum contraction cost to collapse and replace this edge with a new vertex u which minimizes the contraction cost. The implementation steps are summarized as follows: the collapse cost of each edge was calculated, the edge with the minimum cost was contracted, and the relevant information was updated. All the edges are collapsed iteratively until the desired resolution is reached. It is widely used, relatively straightforward to implement, and it makes a good trade-off between simplification speed and quality.
In this article, initially we define the motion features for all frames, calculate the collapse weight based on the motion features, and then a new weighted QEM for animated meshes is built; in contrast to previous approaches, our method not only approximates the shape well in all frames but also be a highly efficient simplification method for real-time application.
AQEM
In the section of related work, QEM algorithm is reviewed briefly. The example of edge collapse algorithm is shown in Figure 3 . It is found that according to the edge collapse iteratively, the 3D mesh can be simplified continually until the desired resolution is reached. The QEM algorithm is widely used due to its superior comprehensive performance. Existing method to apply QEM to the animated mesh simplification is to use QEM for each frame independently. Though this solution can obtain the minimum error, it does not take into account the temporal coherence, which leads to the unexpected jump through whole animation; as shown in Figure 2 (b), the two vertices were preserved in the first frame, while the other three or more vertices were preserved in the next frame, causing the unexpected jump. So, we will report a new method to create a QEM model, namely, AQEM. In the algorithm AQEM, quadric error matrix is built through all frames, and the motion features are added as weights. Because of considering the relevance between all frames and the motion feature on the animated model, the simplification effect is more smooth.
AQEM algorithm
The main steps included in AQEM algorithm can be described in detail. First, we need to find out all candidate collapse edges on the mesh; second, we need to calculate the collapse cost and the weight generated by motion features of each candidate edge in all frames; third, for each edge on the mesh, collapse cost of each frame is summed, and the summation multiplied by weight is the final collapse cost of this edge, which is different from the calculation in a static model; fourth, all candidate collapse edges were put on the heap structure according to their final collapse cost, and the edge with minimal cost is placed at the top of the heap; and finally, the following steps were repeated until the simplification target is reached:
1. The edge with minimal collapse cost is removed from the heap, assuming (v i , v j ). 2. The edge was collapsed and the corresponding vertices, faces, and edges were deleted. 3. The collapse cost of the edges was updated, which contains vertex v i or v j , and the position of these edges was adjusted in the heap to ensure that the edge with minimal collapse cost remains at the top of the heap.
Most of the algorithms based on edge contraction employ the aforementioned approach. The difference between them is the way of figuring out the collapse cost of the candidate edge. The collapse cost represents the loss degree of model accuracy after an edge is removed. The less cost illustrates more similarity between original mesh and simplified model. Obviously, the calculation about collapse cost is related to the collapse order of the edges and further determines the remaining surface of the original model in the process of simplification. Notations. In the following, S n is the set of real symmetric matrices of size n 3 n, R n is the set of the real matrices of size n 3 1, and R is the set of the real number.
Calculation of the AQEM
The sum of the square of the distance from the new vertex produced by the edge collapse operation to the plane associated by two vertices of collapsed edge will be defined as the measure of error, which is formulated as follows
where p = ½a, b, c, d
T denotes the plane defined by the equation ax + by + cz + d = 0, where a 2 + b 2 + c 2 = 1 in the 3D space; T (v) is the set of triangles associated with vertex v; and v = ½x, y, z, 1
T is the new vertex after collapse in the 3D space. Equation (1) can be described as follows
where n p = ½a p , b p , c p T is the normal vector of plane p, v = ½x, y, z T is the new vertex (notice we no longer adopt homogeneous coordinates), and d p is the scalar d of plane p mentioned in equation (1) . The plane can be defined by another equation
T denotes any point on the plane p. So, equation (2) can be translated into the following
The discussions above are based on static mesh. However, for animated mesh sequence, we should build a unified QEM model through all frames. So, we extend the vertex dimension from three dimensions to 3F dimensions, where F is the number of frames contained in the animation. And quadric error matrix is built through all frames 
to be a vertex (f indicating the frame f of an animated mesh), similarly
Therefore, we can obtain a new measure of error in equation (4):
During the simplification process, all the edges together with the resulting approximation error are put into a heap H, specifically, an edge linked by two vertices v i and v j with error quadrics Q i and Q j , respectively, and the edge (i, j) is placed in heap H with collapse cost for quadric Q i + Q j , and the edge with minimum cost is placed on the top of the heap H.
The top edge (i, j) from H is collapsed, and then, we get a new vertex v k with Q k : = Q i + Q j . Those edges involving v i or v j are removed from H and new edges generated due to new vertex are added to H. The algorithm is performed iteratively until the simplification requirement is achieved.
Quadric minimization
The best position of the new vertex obtained by equation (4) can be shown in another form
where
The Q is also a real symmetric matrix since the X is the real symmetric matrix. Furthermore, the Q is a positive definite matrix since Q(v) is greater than 0. According to the least principle of the linear algebra, we know that Q(v) gets the minimum when v = X À1 Y . The final cost is wQ(v). As mentioned above, the collapse order of the edges determines the surface remaining of the original model in the process of simplification. The role of the weight w generated by motion features is to change the collapse order. So, it is very important to find the motion features of the animated model.
Motion feature
Up to now, we have built a new AQEM algorithm for the animated mesh simplification. We should find a way to find out our motion features. The effect may be unsatisfactory as shown in ''Results'' section if we simplify the animated model owing to only the collapse cost of edge considered, which makes against the protection of the valuable part on the animated model. So, we define a new concept about motion features for the 3D animated model to avoid half-baked parts.
As we know, the purpose of simplifying a mesh is to drop low-attention places while protecting the highattention places. In the animated model, movement parts of the object are more sensitive to the static part. Nevertheless, not all animated models in the dynamic processing hold moving parts, such as when we translate a model, there is no relative motion parts on the model. The moving parts emerge only when some parts on the object are moving relative to each other. Then, the moving parts on the model are the motion features we defined.
Motion features are the connection areas of the relative movement similar to the joints that connect bones, as shown in Figure 2 (b) or Figure 2 (c) in red color. We need to find all motion features of the model. Then, the vertex in these special areas will be processed seperately. The greater weight will be assigned to the edges within those regions. In another situation, the vertex that is not in the special areas will have the same weight. In the following, an algorithm to find out those motion features is described.
Rotation connected graph
In order to find the motion features, the regions are needed to be checked whether they are bent or rotated. Dihedral angle is used to determine whether a region is rotated or bent. We notice that the meshes within motion features will rotate at a certain angle because of the relative movement of the parts it connects. So, dihedral angle of adjacent triangles can be the index of the motion features. We define that if the change of dihedral angle corresponding to the edge is greater than the threshold, then this edge is connected, otherwise disconnected. Specifically, we monitor the change value of dihedral angle among all frames and simultaneously redefine the connectivity of edges. The corresponding edge will be regarded as connectivity if the change value of dihedral angle is greater than a certain threshold. The 3D animated model is considered as a graph at first, and then, all the connected subgraphs are found on the model by traversing algorithm. Each connected subgraph is called rotation connected graph. The rotation connected graph is motion feature. For a given edge, we compute the change in its dihedral angle through all frames and record the maximum change to be the factor of edge that is connected if the factor is greater than the threshold, seeing the entire model as a graph and traversing it to find all connected subgraphs.
It is easy to see that the choice of threshold will be the key to finding a rotation connected graph. An animated model with slight motion should be allocated a smaller threshold such as a beating heart; on the contrary, the model with strenuous activity will be of a greater threshold, that is, the threshold variety according to the input animated model. Based on the experimental results, we choose the average value of the factor of all edges on the model as the threshold to find the motion features.
Letting g i to be the factor of edge i, CVDA
is the change value of the dihedral angle of the edge i between frame f À 1 and frame f . Then
We use the mean of the factor of all edges as the threshold: THR = ( P n i = 1 g i )=n, where THR is the threshold of dihedral angle and n is the number of edges on the model. When g i is greater than the THR, the two vertices corresponding to the edge are set to be connected, otherwise be unconnected. As a special case, some edges may only be associated with a triangle, such as the boundary, having no dihedral angle. In the static mesh simplification, based on the boundary preserving principle, the larger weight is given to the boundary; similarly, in our method, the vertices on the boundary were also set to be connected. So, a boundary corresponds to a motion feature. Some errors may be generated when determining whether an edge is connected using our method due to the calculation precision, such as motion features are found in a translational car as shown in Figure 4 . In order to avoid this situation, we set a limit that the g i must be greater than 1°, otherwise unconnected even if it is greater than the THR.
Weight allocation
After finding the motion feature, all vertices on the model can be divided into two classes: vertex within Figure 4 . Some errors are generated due to the calculation accuracy. A car traveling straight on the road is equivalent to a translational movement and should have no movement feature as shown in the top, but it is not the case on the bottom row (the red blocks represent motion features), which can be caused by the calculation accuracy. So, we set a limit that the FCVDA must be greater than 1°, otherwise unconnected even if it is greater than the THR. motion feature or outside motion feature. For each motion feature, we record the total number w of vertices contained in it and assign the weight w to each vertex within it. We set the weight of the vertex outside the motion feature to 1.
Given a collapse (u, v) À! cl v, its weight can be calculated as W v = (W u + W v )=2. The W v , W u , and W v denote the weight of the vertex v, u, v, respectively. Combining the weight to equation (5), we get the final collapse cost
Moreover, for the vertex u and v, if one of them is within the motion feature, the other is outside,
, which is greater than both u and v outside the motion feature. Such that, the edges within the motion feature are not only preserved, but also the edges connected with the motion features can be retained.
The change in the collapse cost of an edge is not obvious if the weight assigned to the edge is too small. In our work, the weight of a motion feature should depend on the size of the motion feature (i.e. the number of edges within the motion feature); the more the number of edges contained in the motion feature, the greater the weight assigned to the motion feature.
Forbidding triangle inversion
Similar to the research work reported by Garland, 19 when considering a possible collapse, we need to compare the normal vector of the neighboring triangles before and after the collapse. We prevent collapsing two vertices which lead to flip the orientation of the triangle. For animated mesh, the method of detecting mesh inversion is somewhat different. Equation (7) is used to detect an inversion
where t 0 denotes the triangle of t after the collapse, A(t) is the area of the triangle t, and w t is the weight of t calculated by w t = w v i + w v j + w v k (v i , v j , and v k are three vertices of the triangle t and w v i , w v j , and w v k are the weight of the vertices v i , v j , and v k , respectively). In other words, our scheme forbids large triangles, and the triangles with greater weight (i.e. the triangles are in the motion feature areas) will be inverted for a significant amount of frames.
Simplification algorithm outline
Up to now, the animated mesh simplification based on motion features can be described in detail. The data flowchart can be shown in Figure 1 . The 3D animated mesh are inputed. Motion features are extracted through all frames. Then, the weight of each edge is determined. AQEM is created according to the quadric error matrix built through all frames. Apply AQEM to simplify 3D animated mesh until the desired resolution is reached.
The main steps of simplification algorithm are described as follows:
Step 1. Collect all edges (v i , v j ) of each mesh in the animated sequence;
Step 2. Calculating Q matrices for all vertices;
Step 3. Search all motion features;
Step 4. Allocate weight w i for each vertex v i ;
Step 5. Step 7. Build a min-heap according to the collapse cost of each edge;
Step 8. Remove the edge with the minimum cost from the heap;
Step 9. Fold edge (v i , v j ) to v and arrange the weight (w i + w j )=2 to v;
Step 10. Update the collapse cost of the affected edge;
Step 11. Rebuild the min-heap;
Step 12. Repeat Steps 8-11 until reaching the desired approximation.
Results
We implemented our simplification method in C + + and used QT to build our interface for the animated model approximation. All motion features on the model are marked in red. Some experimental results of our method will be presented and compared with other methods. First of all, the detection results of the motion features will be displayed. By observing the movement sequence, it can be learned that the motion features detected by our method are reasonable and almost all the regions connecting two moving parts on the model are found. Second, the simplification results of the animated sequences are shown at different levels. Third, some comparisons are made between our method and other method.
The detection results of motion feature
A lot of animated models are used in the experiment. Some detection results of motion features are shown in Figure 5 . There are five animated sequences in Figure 5 containing a breathing spider, a walking spider, a running leopard, a running horse, and a training knight, with 30 frames, 33 frames, 15 frames, 48 frames, and 20 frames, respectively. We extract five frames for each animation to display. The last column is the results of the motion features detected using our method. The movement features are well found. As we can see in the first row of Figure 5 , the breathing spider has no motion feature. That is because breathing is a very mild exercise, like the heart beating, which is not the motion feature we want to find. The leopard and the horse's tail swings, their movements are fast and large in amplitude, the joints of the limbs when they are running are well found, and the motion features are detected and marked in red color. On the last row, a swordsman is practicing sword. We can observe that his upper body moves frequently, and most parts on the body are moved during practice. So, the motion features on the upper body are all distributed. The experimental results show that the motion features can be detected by our method efficiently.
The animated model approximation results at different levels 
Comparison of the simplified method
In this article, a new concept of motion feature is defined. The effect of motion feature is to avoid halfbaking of some of the parts. Figure 8 shows the motion feature effect analysis. In Figure 8 (a), leopard is simplified by QEM (without the motion features). So, we can find the simplification result of a running leopard with 500 faces on the second frame, some half-baked on the tail part, and disappeared ears of leopard. Figure 8(b) shows the motion features detected by our method. The motion features are marked in red on leopard's ears and in the middle of the tail part due to their wobble. So, these two parts should be preserved in the simplification process. Then, simplification results of AQEM are shown in Figure 8 (c). It is clear that the simplification result is better, and the tail part and ears are protected. Figure 9 shows another example of simplifying a lion that is jumping. There are a lot of motion features (marked in red color) on the body because of its intense exercise, and the region around its eye is one of them in that edges around the eye are the boundary of the model (considering the boundary protection, we formulate that the edges on the boundary are also a motion feature). So, our method can remain as the lion's eye information; otherwise, the lion's eye information will be be half-baked during simplification processing. The experimental results show that the simplification effects are of high quality and satisfactory.
Comparing the computational efficiency, the method reported in this article is highly efficient. Figure 10 shows the main calculation processes about our method and Thiery et al.'s 2 method. In Thiery's algorithm, the radius bound is needed to calculate every iteration, which will require a lot of computational costs. In our method, we do not need this calculation part. The other parts are same. Therefore, the simplification efficiency of our methods is higher. The advantages of highly efficient simplification are better for the real-time 3D animated mesh application. 
Conclusion
Compared with a single static mesh, for time-varying meshes, the problem of simplification is still a significant problem. High efficiency and satisfying quality of simplification must be considered, especialy in the realtime applications. To achieve this purpose, in this article, we propose a novel 3D animated mesh simplification algorithm based on motion features. We define a new concept about motion feature to explain the motion characters during motion. Thse features can be used not only to preserve the valuable parts but also to avoid some parts be half-baked. In order to find the motion features, dihedral angle of the edge through all frames is used to determine whether an edge is connected or not. Considering the effects of temporal coherence during the motion, AQEM model is designed based on QEM, quadric error matrix is built through all frames, and the simplification results will decrease unexpected jump in the animation. The weight is used to improve the QEM of each vertex, which can produce satisfactory simplification results for animated model. The complete algorithm is reported in detail in this article. This method is better to be used in real-time application because of the high simplification efficiency. Next, we will improve our method further. The fine motion features may be extracted, which can be used to visualize the tiny deformation during simplification. The weight determination is needed to be more accurate. . A lion animation with intense exercise, 90% of its components are reduced using QEM (no the motion features) on the top row, and our method is shown in the bottom row. We choose its head to display.
